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“…many unexamined lives together result in an uncritical, unjust, and dangerous world." 
-Linda Elder

Why is critical thinking so important for Multilingual learners? Critical thinking is a fundamental skill 
language, literacy, and life. Language and critical thinking grow together simultaneously as learners 
engage in and practice with complex language and processes to make sense of the world. Fostering 
critical thought provides opportunity for language progression and processes that are beyond 
memorization and recall. Furthermore, it is our responsibility to build the critical thought capacity of 
our learners through an asset-based approach, maintaining high expectations, and modeling explicit 
and tailored support for all learners. The art and science of supporting our Multilingual learners is not 
only about learning different words for the same thing but learning another way to think about the 
same things. Critical thinking generally involves three levels: 

• Knowledge transfer: shift away from viewing learning as passive (i.e., receiving of information
from teacher or text) to a transformation of received information into a different form by the
learner

• Complexity: moving away from “surface” memorization and toward deeper levels of learning
• Metacognition: reflecting on the information received and produced

Approach, Shifts, & Techniques  
This table outlines the approach, shifts in educator practice, and techniques to develop and strengthen 
the use of critical thinking skills for Multilingual students. These components may also be used to assess 
whether students have the opportunity to engage in effective critical thinking when practicing speaking, 
listening, writing, and reading. 
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Utilize “open-ended” 
questions that are 
intentionally 
designed to prompt 
divergent thinking 

The least likely to 
promote student 
involvement: “closed” 
questions calling for 
convergent thinking 
(i.e., questions that 
require students to 
narrow-in or converge 
on one, and only one, 
correct answer or 
memory-level 
questions that ask for 
factual recall) 

More effective in eliciting 
student responses: 
“open-ended” questions 
calling for divergent 
thinking (i.e., questions 
that allow for a variety of 
possible answers and 
encourage students to 
think at a deeper level, 
share multiple 
perspectives, learn from 
complex texts and tasks).  
Students can also learn to 
generate their own 
higher-level thinking 
questions. 

• Structure open-ended, divergent-
thinking questions for whole
group or small group discussion.

• Provide clear expectations for
discussion, language resources,
high-quality texts and supporting
materials.

• Allow for reflection time to gather
thoughts prior to verbalizing them
and/or allow for a script to be
used during speaking.

Sample questions to support guided peer questioning 
• “What are the implications of______?”
• “Why is ____important?”
• “What is another way to look at ____?”
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Utilize questions 
that require deeper 
thinking. 

Units of study that 
attempt to provide 
rigor through quantity 
rather than quality. 

Units of study that 
consistently build upon 
and extends beyond the 
standard through utilizing 
multiple, complex 
thought provoking and 
ambiguous texts, tasks, 
and materials that 
challenge thinking, 
feelings, and 
perspectives. 

• Model thinking processes
explicitly

• Tailor scaffolds and graphic
organizers to the demand

• Utilize a variety of notetaking,
concept mapping, and
frameworks for thinking

• Provide questions and learning
targets prior to being used to
help students anticipate what to
look for in the coming lesson

Sample questions/tasks to support complex questioning 

Require students to manipulate prior information 
• “Why do you suppose___?”
• “What can you conclude from the evidence?”

Ask students to state an idea or definition in their own 
words. 
Ask questions that require a solution to a problem. 

Involve students in observing and describing an 
event or object. 

• “What do you notice?”
• “Tell me about this.”
• “What do you see?”

Ask students to analyze, compare or contrast. 
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Utilize questions that 
ask students to 
reflect on their own 
thinking processes 
and to identify they 
type of critical 
thinking they are 
using (see 
Classification of 
Critical Thinking 
Skills below) 

Assuming students 
will independently 
construct meaning 
from sophisticated 
texts and materials 
through appropriate 
mental models (i.e., 
processes and graphic 
organizers). 

Providing time after 
students have 
communicated their ideas 
(in group discussions or in 
reading/writing) to reflect 
on the type of critical 
thinking the 
task/question was 
designed to promote and 
whether or not they think 
they demonstrated that 
critical thinking in their 
response. 

• Foster “metacognition” (thinking
about thinking) by repeatedly
asking self-assessment questions,
which require reflection on their
own thought processes.

• Foster agency and autonomy for
learners to routinely ask
themselves questions about their
own thinking.

Sample questions to support metacognitive questioning 

What did I do well and what would I do differently next time?   
What have I learned about my strengths and my areas of improvement? 
How am I progressing as a learner? How am I progressing as a language learner? 
How can I best use my strengths to learn? 
How can my learning be improved? 



Classification of Critical Thinking Skills 
The following classification guides planning that intentionally promotes the development of critical thinking skills. These 
‘cue cards’ can be utilized as an enhancement to existing curricula, design and development of new lessons and units, and 
also by students to assess whether they are engaging in effective critical thinking when speaking, writing, listening, and 
reading. 

The critical thinking skills are categorized by cognitive action and are accompanied by sample questions designed to 
promote that particular form of thinking and can be adapted for use in specific purposes.1  

Critical Thinking Skill Questions to Support Skill 
Comprehension (Understanding) to convert 
information into a form that is personally 
meaningful, i.e., that makes sense to the individual 
who is learning it. 

• How would you put into your own words? 
(Paraphrasing)

• What would be an example of ? 
(Illustrating) 

• How would you translate into visual form? 
(Concept-Mapping) 

Application: to apply abstract or theoretical principles 
to concrete, practical situations. 

• How can you make use of ? 
• How could be put into practice? 
• How would be converted into an action 

plan?

Analysis: to break down or dissect information into its 
component parts in order to detect the relationship 
among the parts or the relationship between the parts 
and the whole. (For example, identify the underlying 
causes or sources of disagreement during a class 
discussion.) 

• What are the most important/significant ideas or
elements of __? (Prioritization)

• What assumptions/biases underlie or are hidden within
_? (Deconstruction)

• What parts of ___would be similar to/different than
__? (Comparison-and- Contrast)

Synthesis: to build up or connect separate pieces of 
information to form a larger, more coherent pattern. 
(For example, connect related ideas discussed in 
separate sections or units of a course into a single, 
unified product, such as a concept map; integrate 
ethical concepts learned in a course and philosophy 
with marketing concepts learned in a business course 
to produce a set of ethical guidelines for business 
marketing and advertising practices.) 

• How can this idea be combined with to 
create a more compete or
comprehensive understanding of ? 
(Integration)

• How can these different ideas be grouped
together into a more general category?
(Classification)

• How can these be separated; be reorganized;
or rearranged to produce a more
comprehensive understanding of the “big
picture?”

1 Adapted from Alboshama, Alaa. (2018). critical thinking skills classification. 



Evaluation: to critically judge the validity (truth), 
morality (ethics), or aesthetic (artistic) value of 
ideas, data, or products by using relevant 
assessment criteria (standards for judging 
quality). 

• How would you judge the accuracy or validity of ___?
• How would you evaluate the ethical (moral)

implications or consequences of ___?
• How would you rate the aesthetic quality (beauty)

of___?

Deduction: to draw conclusions about particular 
instances that are logically consistent with or derive 
from general principles and premises. 

• What specific conclusions can be drawn from this
general___?

• If this general were true, then it would 
logically follow that __. 

• What particular actions or practices would be
consistent with this general__?

Induction: to infer (derive or draw out) well-reasoned 
generalizations or principles from individual instances 
or specific examples. (For example, identify recurrent 
themes or categories that emerge during a class 
discussion.) One form is the ability to abstract and 
extrapolate a concept learned in one context and 
transfer that learning to another context, a cognitive 
process often referred to as “decontextualization.” 
This capacity to transfer knowledge, i.e., to apply a 
concept learned in one context to different contexts 
than the one in which the concept was originally 
learned, is often presumed to be the litmus test of 
whether a student has really (deeply) learned the 
concept or has simply memorized it in its original 
form, for example, the ability to solve different 
versions of math problems that require 
comprehension of the same underlying mathematical 
concept. 

• What are the broader implications of ? 
• What patterns or themes emerge from ? 
• What can be extrapolated or extended from this

particular___that may have more general or
universal value?

Adduction: to make a case for an argument or position 
by accumulating supporting evidence 

in the form of logical arguments (rational thinking) or 
research evidence (empirical reasoning). 

• What proof exists for ? 
• What are logical arguments for ? 
• What research evidence supports

? 

Refutation: to make a case against an argument or 
position by accumulating contradictory evidence 
in the form of logical arguments (rational thinking) 
or research findings (empirical reasoning). 

• What proof exists that is false? 
• What are logical arguments against _____?
• What research evidence contradicts___?



Balanced Thinking: to carefully consider 
arguments/evidence for and against a particular 
position or viewpoint. 

• What are the strengths/advantages and
weaknesses/disadvantages of__?

• What evidence supports and contradicts __?
• What are arguments for and counterarguments

against___?

Multiple Perspective-Taking: to view an issue from 
a variety of viewpoints, standpoints, or positions in 
order to gain a more comprehensive and holistic 
understanding. 

• How would people from different ethnic or racial
groups view this__?

• How would people from different socioeconomic
backgrounds be affected by ____?

• How would people who differ in age or gender react
to__?

Causal Reasoning: to identify cause-effect relationships 
between different ideas or actions. 

• How would you explain why ___occurred?
• What is responsible for ? 
• How would affect or influence 

? 

Ethical Reasoning: to identify what is morally right/ 
wrong or good/bad about particular ideas, 
attitudes, or practices. 

• What does say about a person’s 
values?

• What are the moral implications of ___?
• Are the expressed or professed convictions of

consistent with actual commitments and observable
actions?

Creative Thinking: to generate imaginative ideas, 
unique perspectives, innovative strategies, or novel 
(alternative) approaches to traditional practices. 
(Note: Although critical and creative thinking are often 
seen as separate cognitive skills, the latter is included 
because it does involve thought processes that are 
deeper or higher than memorization.) 

• What might be a metaphor or analogy for ____?
• What could be invented to ? 
• What might happen if ? 

(hypothetical reasoning)
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